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Pure Harvest
eyeing Saudi
Arabia
The UAE-based start-up views the
production of local, tasty produce as the
answer to the Gulf region�s over-reliance
on food imports
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slogan at the company is: ‘It tastes like it
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brain-child of US entrepreneur

Sky Kurtz, has set its sights on Saudi Arabia,
as it aims to continue its efforts to support
domestic economies with local, healthy
and safe produce.
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A key goal of Pure Harvest is to reduce the

Kurtz revealed that the company is equally

Gulf ’s dependence on food imports – the
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“We have an abundance of light, an
In October 2018, Pure Harvest started

cent corporate taxes,” he said, adding that
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According to Kurtz, Pure Harvest plans to

optimal conditions for growing fruit and
vegetables year-round. “Our
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